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A Classical Antiquity permanent exhibition of the Archaeological Museum Zadar. 

 
The things surrounding this stele are unspecified because the inscription and the dedication 
to the centurion (or officer) to whom it is dedicated, are missing (are irretrievably lost in the 

past). The beast I set out to portray is badly damaged. There are traces of hits that have 
erased many of the details. Only the lion is the personification of bravery! 

 
Even after all these centuries and damage, it is clear that the sculptor was a great 

craftsman.I think he wanted to depict on the phalerae a member of the big cat family. All 
these ambiguities give me the opportunity to interpret but within reasonable limits. 

 
Whether there are depicted  panther or a leaping lion is a matter of interpretation. By the 

anatomy I see: strong body, thick neck, short and thick paws leads me to the conclusion that 
this is a leaping lion. Of course, the variant with the panther is not to be underestimated, 
because it is a depiction very often in the Roman military of  torque (armillae) and other 
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ornaments as an accompanying attribute of the deity Dionysus. Whether it's a panther or a 
lion is unclear, but I think it's certainly one of the big cats. So, I will make an interpretation of 

this phalerae  with 2 variants: the first one with a leaping lion and in parallel a panther 
leaping to the right. Whatever the imitation of the ancient master are very difficult 

occupation. I had to give a little detail to the anatomical forms so that the object is beautiful 
and authentic. 

 
The lion is one of the often depicted symbols of Roman courage on the phalerae. Whether 

the lion is in full face, whether it is in profile but the Romans preferred it as a means of 
expression. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

After some acquaintance with archaeology, I also made a model of this phalerae with the 
panther leaping to the right. 

 
In archaeology the panthers are depicted alone but and in an ensemble with a figure of 

Dionysus, so and together with. Sometimes in museums panthers are exhibited alone like 
this leaping panther from KUNST HISTORISCHES MUSEUM. 



 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panther_(legendary_creature) 

In later times, the late 3nd and 4rd centuries, Dionysus was also depicted with tigers. The 
panthers of the roman car from Durostorum. 

https://www.theoi.com/Olympios/DionysosMyths3.html 

El Djem Archaeological Museum 

Whether it is a panther, tigers or a leaping lion is a matter of interpretation. By the anatomy 
I see: strong body, thick neck, short and thick paws leads me to the conclusion that that it is 

an exotic animal from the big cat family 

 
Ready 2 phalerae variants of  Stela (dona militaria) with phalerae from Zadar Museum, 

Croatia. А leaping lion the right (silvered version) and phalerae with the panther leaping to 
the right. 
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